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ABSTRACT: A new design of the bottom unload non-bucket rotor (BUNBR) for an open-pit excavator with 
additional end chisels is described. It makes it possible not only to increase the output due to additional end 
chisels on the shell, but also to reduce the slope stress due to soil cutting from top to bottom on the working 
face and creation of a wider berm in comparison with the existing constructions of rotary working bodies. The 
method of calculation of soil cutting with the end chisel in the form of a two-sided skewed wedge is presented. 
Based on the spatial scheme of the cutting force components acting in the soil cutting, the expressions in 
coordinate axes for soil resistance to cutting with the end chisel were determined. These results were used to 
derive expressions for the tangential and end (lateral) cutting force exerted by a two-sided skewed wedge 
mounted at the BUNBR end side and to determine the total soil cutting force simultaneously exerted by the 
corner and end chisels. 
 
Keywords: Non-bucket rotor, Bottom unload, Corner and end chisels, Diagonal cutting, Output, Bucket 
digging force. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The considered bottom unload non-bucket 

rotor with additional end chisels complies with 
the geotechnical requirements for safety of 
slopes in open-pits due to significant reduction of 
chipping extraction forces, pressure on the 
working face, presence of a broadened horizontal 
ramp between the ledges (berm) [4], compared 
with the existing gravity top rotors. Several 
methods of solving problems of soil cutting by 
other types of cutting elements were considered 
in [1, 2, 3, 10, 11,12]. 

 
2. METHOD 

 
Based on the rotor working head under USSR 

Patent No. 1799413 dated 08.10.1993 [6], the 
author developed a new design of the rotor 
working head, for which  the Invention Patent of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan No. 27061 dated July 
15, 2015, Bulletin No. 7 [5] was obtained. Its 
novelty is the presence of additional end chisels 
shaped as two-sided diagonal wedges on both 
sides of the rotor shell, which, besides the main 
corner one-sided wedges additionally cut 
chippings from the end face of the working bench. 
This gives a significant increase in the amount of 
extracted soil and, consequently, significantly 
increases the output of the bottom unload non-
bucket rotor(BUNBR) by simultaneous cutting 
with two chisels: the main corner and the 

additional end chisel. Cutting with a corner chisel 
was considered in [7, 8, 9]. 

Figure 1 shows the BUNBR scheme with 
additional end chisels shaped as two-sided 
diagonal wedges (shaded sections show the total 
cross-sectional area of the two chippings taken 
by the corner and additional end chisels). Shell 4 
holds corner cutting chisels 1 and 2 shaped as 
one-sided diagonal wedges and transporting 
elements 3 in the form of plates installed behind 
the chisels 1 and 2 at an angle to each other and 
to the rotation plane (VP). Δδ, Δh and Δtr, are, 
respectively, lateral, height and trajectory 
displacements of the chisels. Both end faces of 
the shell 4 in the direction of rotor rotation hold 
the end cutting elements 8, 9 and 10 shaped as 
two-sided skewed wedges installed on the posts 
7.  

At the lateral rotor feed (vn), the chisels cut 
additional lateral chippings under rotating from 
top to bottom against the working bench in a 
stepwise pattern, as well as chisels 1 and 2. The 
cut soil is ejected along the tray 5 onto the belt of 
the receiving conveyor 6. As a result of an 
increased cross-sectional area of the removed 
soil due to additional chippings 11, 12 and 13 
(Fig. 1, b), the rotor output significantly increases. 

Figure 2 shows the outline of the end cutting 
chisel shaped like a two-sided skewed wedge, 
where αр is the cutting angle, γзх is the gripping 
angle, bз and hз are the width and height of the 
chisel, A is the skewed cutting edges of the chisel, 
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B and C are the lateral and bottom edges of the 
chisel. 

To test the new design, the process of soil 
cutting with a two-sided skewed wedge was 
studied on the BUNBR, working out a working 
bench under transverse feed. 

A two-sided skewed wedge is considered as 
a cutting element, its calculation schemes are 
given in Fig. 3, 4. The figures show a two-sided 
skewed wedge at the moment of its penetration 
into the soil, when chippings extraction begins. 

The BUNBR cutting element (CE) has a 
shape of a two-sided sharp wedge with a lip angle

zα . The CE is mounted on the rotor shell under 
an angle ustα . The process of transverse feeding 
and rotor rotation gives a kinematical angle

fnkin VVarctg=α . Hence, the CE cutting 

angle will be equal to kinustp ααα −= . As a 
result, the CE will contact the working bench 
only by a small part of the rear edge. 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 
 

а) rotor end view; b) front view 
Fig.1 BUNBR layout with additional end chisels shaped as two-sided skewed wedges 
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Fig.2 Additional chisel shaped as a two-sided 
skewed wedge 

 
 
 

 
а) 

 
b) 

а – Axonometric projection; b – XOY longitudinal 
section 

Fig.3 Calculation scheme of the forces on the end 
two-sided wedge of BUNBR undercutting 

 
a) 

 
b) 
 

a –YOZ horizontal section; b – XOZ plane 
projection 

Fig.4 Calculation scheme for the forces acting 
on the two-sided end wedge of BUNBR 

undercutting  
 

The scheme uses the following notations: l
пN ,

pr
пN are normal reaction forces of the front left and 

right edges of the two-sided skewed wedge, N; l
пF , 

pr
пF are corresponding friction forces of the front 

left and right edges, N; zN , zF are the normal force 
and the friction force acting on the rear edge, N; fV , 

pV are the cutting (rotation) speed and the transverse 

rotor feeding, m/s; fω is the rotation frequency, s-1; 
l
пхR , pr

пхR , l
пуR , pr

пуR , l
пzR , pr

пzR are projections of 

normal forces l
пN  and pr

пN  on the X, Y, Z axes; 
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l
пхF , pr

пхF , l
пуF , pr

пуF , l
пzF , pr

пzF  are the 
corresponding projections of friction forces on the X, 
Y, Z axes; zzR , l

nzR , pr
nzR are projections of reaction 

forces from transverse feed and from the forces l
пN  

and pr
пN  on the left and right edges on the Z axis, 

friction forces on the rear edge on the Z axis; zxF , 
l

nxF , pr
nxF are projections of friction forces from 

transverse feed and friction forces on the front left 
and right edges l

пF  and pr
пF  on the Х axis; ustα , 

kinα , rezα , zα are installation, kinematic, cutting 

and pointing angles, respectively, degrees; l
zхϕ , 

pr
zхϕ are gripping angles on the left and right cutting 

edges of the wedge, degrees; fr is the rotor radius 

along the cutting edges, m; нβ , iβ , kβ are initial, 
current and final values of  the angle of the cutting 
elements on the cutting arc, degrees; стра , стрb , 

стрh are thickness, width and height of the chippings, 
m. 

 
The following forces act on both faces of a 

skewed wedge: 
1) soil crushing resistance forces l

пN pr
пN , 

which act on the front left and right edges and are 
directed perpendicularly to them. Due to the 
relatively small size of it, the front edge of the chisel 
will be considered to be attached to the sharpened 
part of the cutting edge; 

2) friction forces on the front edges l
пF , pr

пF , 
acting in the direction of chippings extraction along 

the front edges, determined by angular parameters of 
a skewed wedge and the normal force nN ; 

3) working bench soil reaction forces from a 
transverse feed acting on the rear ramp of the CE zR  

and additional forces from the normal forces l
пzN

and pr
пzN , directed normally towards the rear ramp of 

the chisel; 
4) friction forces zxF l

nxF pr
nxF  acting 

towards the rear edge plane opposite to the CE 
movement with respect to the working bench, which 
depends on the forces zR , l

пzN and pr
пzN acting on 

the edges. 
In accordance with Prof. S. Nurakov’s 

methodology [3, 4, 5] the effect of all applied forces 
is considered in three dimensions: tangential (along 
the X-axis), lateral (along the Y-axis) and normal 
(along the Z axis) with respect the rotation direction 
of the cutting element of the two-sided skewed 
wedge. 

Normal soil crushing strength forces to the left 
and right edges l

пN and pr
пN  are decomposed into 

the X, Y, Z axes. If in accordance with the skewed 
wedge theory, it is assumed that the tangential 
components prl

пхR , are equal to the cutting force and, 

hence, are known as normal prl
nzR ,  and lateral prl

пуR ,  
components on the left and right edges, equal to each 
other due to identical conditions, as follows: 
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Where αр is the cutting angle in degrees; 

l
zхϕ , pr

zхϕ are gripping angles, the angles of 
installation of the left and right cutting edges with 
respect to the cutting directions, in degrees; 

µм is the coefficient of the soil friction against 
metal; 

ωkl is the angle between the friction force 
direction along the front edge of the skewed wedge 
Fn and the normal Nn to the cutting edge, degrees; 

ψ1is the angle between the force Nn and the axis 
Х on the skewed wedge, in degrees. 

 

 
Despite the complexity of the formulae (1) and 

(2), determination of Rnz and Rny for a definite 
condition does not imply significant difficulties as 
the values of the angles ωkl and ψ1 may be easily 
calculated, if introduced the most optimal widely-
used values of the angles αр = 30-35˚, φzх = 45˚ and 
the CE dimensions. 

 
Consider the following notations: 
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Where Ky, Kz are the coefficients calculated 

using the known optimal values of the skewed wedge 
parameters replacing the coefficients in formulae (1) 
and (2). 

 
Then the expressions (1) and (2) can be 

rewritten as: 
)()( prl

nxz
prl

nz RKR ⋅= , (5) 
 

)()( prl
nxy

prl
ny RKR ⋅= . (6) 

 
The formulae (5) and (6) are convenient for 

engineering calculations. 
Let us determine the current projections of the 

corresponding summarized forces on the X, Y, Z 
axes – ,,, c

yi
c
zi

c
xi RRR  acting on the two-sided 

skewed wedge during chipping.  
Tangential resistance to cutting is determined 

by the formula: 

iсoсFnx ваКR
i

βsin= , (7) 
 

where FK is the specific resistance to cutting by a 
single cutting element, MPa; а0c is the chipping 
thickness at the rotor axis, m; вc is the chipping width, 
m; βI is the current value of the chisel rotation angle 
at the cutting arc, degrees. 

 
The Х-axis projection of the cutting tangential 

resistance c
пxi

R on the CE is a sum of the 
corresponding values of its components on the left 
and right edges, as they are assumed to be equal due 
to the identity of the sizes and angles of both edges: 

( )c
x

prl
nx

c
nх ii

FRR += )(2 , (8) 
 
where 𝑭𝑭𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊

𝒄𝒄  is the Х-axis projection of the soil 
friction at the front, back and lateral edges of the 
chisel which will be determined below. 

 
The Y-axis projection of the summarized 

lateral resistance c
yi

R , which, as it is seen from the 

scheme, due to the identity of l
пуR = pr

пуR  and l
пуF =

pr
пуF , is equal to zero. Thus: 

0=c
yi

R . (9) 
 
The Z-axis projection of the summarized 

normal resistance 𝑹𝑹𝒛𝒛𝒊𝒊
𝒄𝒄  is determined by the 

expression: 

pr
nz

l
nzzzi

c
z RRRR

i
++= , (10) 

 
where zziR  is the force of the soil reaction to the 

back edge of the CE from the line feed of the 
working face, which is determined by the resistance 
to the indentation of the CE back edge into the 
working face and is equal to: 

zzvz lSR ⋅⋅= σ , (11) 
 
Where σv is the specific resistance to 

indentation of the CE back edge into the soil, MPa;  
zS is the width of the CE back edge, contacting 

with the soil, m;  

zl is the length of the horizontal ramp of the CE 
back edge, m; 

l
nzR and pr

nzR are projections of the soil reaction 

against the CE back edge by the forces l
пN and pr

пN , 

which are equal to each other - l
nzR = pr

nzR , N. 
 
Taking into account the above relations, the 

expression (2.10) can be rewritten as: 

nzzzzv
pr
nzz

l
nzzzzv

с
zzi

RKlSRK

RKlSR

2+⋅=+

++⋅=

σ

σ
. (12) 

 
The projections of the total friction forces of the 

skewed wedge against the working face may be 
determined by projecting the friction forces on the 
front – Fn, back – Fz and lateral – Fb CE edges on the 
corresponding axes.  

The projection of the total friction force on the 
Х axis is equal to the sum of projections the friction 
forces on the front left, and right, lateral and back 
edges of the chisel: 

bxzх
prl

nx
c
x FFFF

i
++= )(2  (13) 

 
or 

bхzх
prl

п
c
x FFFF

i
++−= )90cos(2 1

)( ψ
 

(14
) 

 
where 90-ψ1 is the angle between the Х axis 

and chipping direction along the rotor chisel front 
edges, in degrees. 

 
The components of the total friction force are 

determined at the front left and right edges. 
The projection of the friction forces on the front 

left and right edges on the Х axis is: 
 

1
222
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(15) 
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or  
 

1
22 sin1 ψµ ⋅++= zynzм

l
nx КKRF

ii
, 

(16) 
1

22 sin1 ψµ ⋅++= zynzм
pr

nx КKRF
ii

, 

where the normal destruction forces l
пN  and 

pr
пN  are equal to: 
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nznynx

l
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(17) 
222
nznynx

pr
п RRRN ++=  

 
or 
 

221 zynx
l
п KKRN ++= , 

(18) 
221 zynx

pr
п KKRN ++= . 

 
As 0=c

yi
R  (9), projections of the friction 

forces at the lateral edges on the Х axis will also be 
equal to zero: 

 
0, == c

yм
prl

bx RF
i

µ . (19) 
 
The projection of the friction force at the back 

edge on the Х axis will be equal to: 
 

)2( nzz
с
зм

c
zмzi RКRRF ⋅+=⋅= µµ  (20) 

or 
)2( nzzzzbмz RКlSF

i
⋅+⋅⋅= δµ . (21) 

 
The projection of the total friction force on the 

Y-axis will be equal to zero, as the summarized 

projections of the friction forces at the front left and 
back edges l

nyF , pr
nyF  and prl

трF ,  will be equal to each 
other and oppositely directed. Hence: 

0=c
yF . (22) 

Let us project all friction forces acting on the 
two-sided skewed wedge on the X, Y, Z axes and 
find the resulting values: 

 

iii zxnx
c
nx

p
x FFRR ++= 22 , (23) 

0=p
byi

R , (24) 
 

nzzzbд
c
z RlSR 2+= σ . (25) 

 
To determine the tangential and normal cutting 

forces of the two-sided skewed wedge, it is necessary 
to project the resulting reaction forces on the X ', Y', 
Z 'axes: X' is parallel to the plane of the chisel 
trajectory, Y 'coincides with the axis of the rotor 
rotation, Z' is directed along the radius of the rotor in 
the process of complex motion (rotation and line 
feed): 

kin
p
xk ii

RP αcos2' = , (26) 
 

( ) kinzzb
p
nxzн lSRKP

i
ασ cos2' += , (27) 

 

where
f

n
kin V

Varctg=αcos . 

 
In expanded form, these formulae will be 

rewritten as: 

kinzxnx
c
nxk iiii

FFRP αcos)22(' ++= , 
(28) 

( ) kinzzbnzн lSRP
i
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or 
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i
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3. RESULTS 
 

The equations describing variations in the 
tangential and end (lateral) components of the 
cutting force exerted along the cutting arc by a 
single cutting element shaped as a two-sided 
skewed wedge were obtained. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
These equations enable us to obtain 

expressions for the average values of the 
tangential and end (lateral) components of the 
cutting force exerted by a single cutting element 
along the cutting arc, taking into account that 

ii aa βsin0= : 
а) tangential force on the rotor: 
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(30) 

 
where βн is the initial cutting angle, degrees; μт 

is the coefficient of the soil friction against the metal. 

 
b) end (lateral) force on the rotor: 
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4. DISCUSSION 
 
A spatial diagram of the forces acting on the 

BUNBR end cutting element shaped as a two-
sided skewed wedge was first obtained, and it 
was used to derive expressions for calculation of 
the tangential and normal components of the 
cutting force at the end chisel of BUNBR, taking 
into account constructive and kinematic features 
of the end feed of the working head.  

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
Summarizing expressions (30) and (31) and 

the previously derived formulae for the corner 
BUNBR chisels [3], it is possible to obtain a 
formula for calculation of the total cutting force 
simultaneously for two types of BUNBR chisels 
(corner and end). This enables us to tackle 
calculation of the average load for the full 
BUNBR turnover with two types of chisels. The 
correctness of the obtained theoretical 
dependences must be further confirmed by 
experimental data. 
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